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INTRODUCTION 
 
Scottish Canals is a Non-Departmental Government Body responsible for the management and 
operations of 4100 assets that include 137 miles of canal, 19 reservoirs, 227 canal embankments, 
104 properties, 253 bridges, the world’s only rotating boat lift at The Falkirk Wheel and the 
largest pair of equine sculptures, The Kelpies.  
 
Scotland’s canals have been at the forefront of change over the last 250 years, from powering the 
industrial revolution to becoming top tourism and leisure destinations, and they have adapted 
with the times. Through regeneration, inward investment and ongoing economic growth, our 
canals have been transformed and now they contribute to public value in diverse and exciting 
ways.  
 
The way we communicate our vision, passion and determination to preserve these historic 
waterways and the wildlife on and along their banks as well as promote them for everyone to 
enjoy is integral to the continuing success of our vision. How we engage partners, communities, 
staff, funders, elected members and the third sector, as well as the way we publicise our work not 
only helps to drive forward our ambition but ensures that everyone shares in our success. 
 
The 2020-23 Marketing and Communications Strategy continues the success of our 2017-20 
strategy which saw us grow our reputation among customers and communities as well as partners 
in the public, private and third sector. Over the course of the next three years we will celebrate the 
new and innovative work being carried out by Scottish Canals, using the latest technology to 
showcase how we care for these working heritage assets, expand our customer base, attract a new 
generation of visitors to Scotland’s canals and ensure they can be accessed and enjoyed by all.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
This Strategy sets out the ways we will tell everyone who works with us, all who enjoy the canals 
and those who can support us not only what we’re doing and why, but how they can get involved. 
It explains how we will market our products and services in order to grow attract more customers 
and generate income for reinvestment in the canals. It also sets out how will be prioritise the 
allocation of our limited resources to achieve maximum return. 
 
In doing so we will deliver against Scottish Canals’ 2020-23 Corporate Plan and the Scottish 
Government’s purpose. 
 
 

Our vision is for Scotland’s canals to be a world-class waterway network with 
a thriving natural environment built upon 250 years of history that benefits 
communities and all users who live, work, visit and play along our canals 

corporate principles. 
 
Our marketing and communications will celebrate the four principles of our Corporate Plan in the 
following ways: 
 
Transform our canals – By celebrating the heritage, wildlife and engineering infrastructure which 
make Scotland’s canals so unique and the work that staff, partners and volunteers carry out to 
preserve them for all to enjoy we will demonstrate the value of these publicly-owned assets. 
 
Create New Opportunities – By promoting our products and services we will grow our earned 
income and by celebrating the ways that Scotland’s canals are delivering wider health and 
wellbeing, tourism and economic benefits to the people of Scotland, we will attract new partners 
and funding to deliver our vision. 
 



Excel At What We Do - By publicising responsible action, not only among our staff but those we 
work with, our customers, local communities and partners. By celebrating our expertise and good 
governance, we will inspire confidence in what we do and how we do it.  
 
Respond to Global Challenges – By celebrating the innovation and ambition that sees these 250-
year-old working heritage structures helping mitigate the impact of floods, reducing our carbon 
footprint and encouraging more sustainable travel along the canal corridors we will position 
Scottish Canals as an ambitious, forward-thinking public sector organisation in Scotland and an 
international leader in its sector. 
 
An annual Action Plan will sit underneath this Strategy detailing the activity that will be carried 
each year. This will be developed in tandem with the Scottish Canals’ Business Plan. 
 

 
 
HOW MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS WILL DELIVER 
 
Effective, timely communication in the right tone, using the appropriate channel for each 
audience will enhance Scottish Canals’ reputation, unlock funding and create fruitful 
partnerships that support our vision.  
 
Innovative and results-focused branding and marketing will promote our destinations, properties 
and boating products and services, making us stand out from our competitors and generating 
income for reinvestment in the canal network. 
 
To ensure what we say and do is effective, relevant, and meaningful, all marketing and 
communications activity will be underpinned by the following four core principles: 
 
Create a feel good factor  
 
By celebrating the canals and their environment, how they are used, those who work on them, 
how we care for them and how they deliver public value in health, tourism, regeneration and third 
sector engagement we will build empathy, ownership and belonging among volunteers, residents, 
users, staff, partners and funders. This will be instrumental in building communities of interest. 
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Promote positive canal experiences 
 
By marketing and promoting the unique characteristics of our destinations in as well as what 
makes our canals, products and services attractive with a clear call to action – buy, book, plan to 
visit - we will attract new customers, users, events and activities that generate additional income 
for reinvestment. We will follow the latest trends and deliver best practice in order to stand out 
from the crowd. 
 
Champion responsible action  
 
By championing the value of the canals and what we do openly, transparently and professionally 
to those we work with, our customers, people who live next to the canals or use them for leisure 
and business purposes we will encourage responsible behaviour. In doing so, we will encourage our 
audiences to do more than feel positive about the canals; we will focus on getting them to take 
action – become a volunteer, fund our work, use the towpaths responsibly etc. We’ll invite 
feedback, monitor what happens and use this to continually improve.  
 
Join global conversations 
 
By making Scottish Canals’ voice heard in wider debates around the climate emergency, asset 
management, digital transformation, diversity and change management, we will demonstrate 
how Scotland’s canals are exemplars of public sector delivery. We will celebrate our innovation 
and leadership, and create meaningful conversations with organisations and partners that lead to 
change. We will particularly focus on how our canals are helping to mitigate flood risk and how we 
are reducing our carbon footprint, maximising the opportunities presented by COP26. 
 
All marketing and communications activity will be planned and monitored to deliver against the 
corporate objectives. See below for an example of how this will be tracked: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
WHAT WE SAY 
 
We will ensure consistent communications around our organisation’s principles and purposes 
using simple and accessible language, an engaging tone of voice and clear messaging. What we 
say will be tailored for each audience and we will use credible data to inspire trust.  
 
Our key messages derived from the 2020-23 Corporate Plan are set out below: 
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Transform 
canals 

Promote asset 
upgrades, 
dredging, canal 
heritage & wildlife, 
volunteer awards, 
invasive species 
work, individual  
recruitment 
campaigns 

Publicise canal 
festivals,  flotillas, 
boating on the 
canals, 
volunteering 
opportunities, 
canal open days, 
Stockingfield 
virtual reality  

Responsible 
towpath usage 
campaign, health 
& safety 
initiatives, litter 
picks, 
volunteering sign-
ups 

Speak at asset 
management/ 
environment/ 
heritage 
conferences  

Create 
opportunities 

Destination 
lifestyle 
campaigns, 
welcome Great 
Canal Journeys 
filming, promote 
North 
Glasgow/Ardrishai
g/ Bowling 
regeneration 

Market Falkirk 
Wheel boat trip 
tickets, promote 
holiday hire boats, 
run internal TFW 
tours, introduce 
Canal Theatre 
experience, market 
Caledonian Canal 
Centre food & 
rooms, explore 
sponsorship with 
aligned brands 

Celebrate health 
research 
outcomes & 
economic impact 
study to attract 
partner 
investment 

Host National 
Geographic  
filming, submit 
international 
health funding 
bids, light up 
The Kelpies for 
global causes, 
e.g. 
#BlackLivesMatt
er 

Excel at what 
we do 

Publicise records 
management, 
heritage archive,  
Section 17 success 

Promote SC as 
great place to 
work, support & 
celebrate staff-led 
change via People 
Forum  

Publicise 
Corporate Plan & 
Annual Review, 
ensure customer-
first approach to 
digital change 

Speak at 
WCC/Smart 
Rivers 
conference, 
speak at 
marketing & 
comms events, 
explore Ted 
Talks, speak at 
diversity 
conferences 

Respond to 
global 
challenges 

Promote electric 
vehicles, solar 
panels & water 
source heat pump 
initiatives, work to 
tackle invasive 
species, re-use of 
dredging material 

Celebrate staff 
cycle to work 
scheme, canals as 
car-free travel 
routes 

Publicise 
Environment 
Strategy, the 
health & 
environment 
benefits of 
walking/cycling as  

Explore 
involvement at 
COP26, 
Glasgow’s 
Smart Canal 



 
 
 
 
 
AUDIENCES 
 
Our audiences empower our actions. Scottish Canals’ communications will tell the stories of these 
fantastic assets, the people who live along their banks and enjoy them, and the hard work carried 
out across our network to care for them. Our marketing will follow the latest trends, targeting new 
audiences with our products and services and keeping existing customers interested. 
 
Scottish Canals has a wide variety of stakeholders each interested in the different aspects of what 
we do. We will engage them using appropriate means of communication to effectively showcase, 
inform and involve them in the work that we do. Scottish Canals will endeavour to use the latest 

Transform 
our canals

We'll celebrate the 
canals and their 
heritage, putting 

safety and 
sustainabiility at the 

heat of all we do.

We care for the 
canals, ensuring 

they are welcoming 
and safe for all to 

enjoy. 

We work with 
communities & 

partners to make 
the most of these 
working heritage 

assets.

We are passionate 
about community 

engagement, 
volunteering and 

growing the public 
benefit of 

Scotland's canals. 

Create new 
opportunities

We'll promote 
unique canal 

experiences and 
celebrate the ways 

canals contribute to 
Scotland.

Scotland's canals 
are great places to 

escape to, enjoy and 
explore.

Canals are inspiring, 
surprising and 

create memories 
that last.

Scotland’s canals 
belong to everyone -
we are inclusive and 

welcoming.

We earn income 
from canal-related 

products and 
services  that is 

reinvested in the 
canals.

We deliver public 
health benefits to 

all who live next to, 
and enjoy, 

Scotland's canals.

Excel at what 
we do 

We'll ensure our 
canals are well-

governed, vibrant 
and resilient to 

future challenges.

We are committed 
to running a 

transparent, well 
governed, and well 

monitored 
organisation.

By adapting to 
changing 

circumstances we 
ensure we are 

financially resilient. 

Partnership is 
central to all we do; 

from canalside 
communities, 

businesses and 
public bodies to 

international 
organisations.

Respond to 
global 

challenges
We are passionate 

about creating 
better futures for all; 
championing public 

health and 
environmental 

benefits

We protect the 
environment and 

native species along 
the canal corridors. 

We help tackle 
climate change 

through innovation 
in engineering

We are committed 
to reducing our 

carbon footprint 
and exploring new 

ways to address the 
climate emergency 

These messages will be delivered in language appropriate for each audience.  

Underpinning the corporate key messages is a detailed messaging deck for specific 

areas of activity/organisation including volunteering, environment, heritage and asset 

management. 

 

 



technology to effectively maintain customer data, monitor the impact of what we say and 
engagement levels across our channels.  
 

Group Audiences Approach/route to markets 

 
 

Customers 

Boaters (residential, leisure, transit), 
paddlers, cyclists, anglers, walkers, 
kayakers/canoeists, residents, 
commuters, tourists, visitors, tenants 
(residential, commercial) 

Our people   
Content marketing   
Events 
PR & media  
Social media  
Website & digital 
Insight-led and responsive   
Strategic partnerships  
Face to Face  
Newsletter 

 
 

Partners 

Volunteers, communities, local 
authorities, public bodies, charities, third 
sector, regulatory bodies, user groups, 
community councils, joint ventures, 
universities, colleges, travel trade 
 

Our people   
Events 
PR & media  
Social media  
Strategic partnerships  
Face to Face  

 
Internal 
audience 

 

Staff, contractors, trade unions Our people   
Events 
Website & digital 
Face to Face  
Newsletter 

 
Funders 

Scottish Government, Transport 
Scotland, UK Government, National 
Lottery Community Fund, European 
Funding, Sustrans  
 

Our people   
PR & media  
Social media  
Website & digital 
Strategic partnerships  
Face to Face  
Newsletter 

 
Elected 

members 
 

Ministers, MSPs, MPs, councillors Our people   
Events 
PR & media  
Social media  
Face to Face  
Newsletter 

 
Media 

 

International, UK, Scottish, local, 
broadcast, digital, print, influencers, 
bloggers 

Our people   
Events 
PR & media  
Social media  
Website & digital 
Strategic partnerships  
Face to Face  

 
ACCESSIBILITY 
 
As a responsible public body, everything we do needs to be accessible. We will lead the way in 
meeting Scottish Government guidelines of using plain language, words with limited syllables and 
concise sentences to deliver clear messaging in an easily accessible format to suit all abilities.  
 
Our online engagement will be designed with the user in mind, reflecting the Scottish 
Government’s Digital First Service Standard and service-led design guidelines to ensure 



information can be accessed by everyone. They will also adhere to the Public Sector Bodies 
(Websites and Mobile Applications) (No. 2) Accessibility Regulations 2018. 
 
ENGAGEMENT & EVALUATION 
 
We will deploy each method of engagement with its own distinct purpose and style to maximise 
impact and reach and clear monitoring tools to evaluate performance. We will stay ahead of 
market trends, use the latest technology available to us and be creative in our approach to ensure 
our marketing and communications are fresh and engaging. We’ll monitor our activity to ensure 
the approach we are taking is delivering best value and the high goals we set ourselves as set out 
below: 
 

Tool  Our approach  Tracking success 
Our people   Our people are our greatest assets in telling the stories of 

our canals and our ambitions – through our 
Communication Champions and our Destinations 
Promoters we’ll increase and capitalise on the 
opportunities to communicate with our stakeholders in 
the right way at the right time. 

Number of 
interviews 
Number of staff on 
social media 
Number of staff 
videos  

Content 
marketing   
 

We'll create and curate a library of video, visual and 
written content which can be tailored and repurposed to 
engage our customers and stakeholders on different 
levels 

Engagement  
Website views  
Number of social 
media followers 

Events From small digital workshops to large outdoor events 
we’ll design and deliver our events with our stakeholders 
and creativity at their heart 

Number of 
attendees vs target  
Digital engagement 
for event  

PR & media  Through our creativity and proactive approach to 
sharing information we will multiply our reach and 
continue to build Scottish Canals’ reputation as 
pioneers/experts in our fields.  
 

Opportunities to 
see/hear about 
Scottish Canals, 
Key messages in 
coverage 
Titles   

Social 
media  

Instantly release engaging posts and information to 
attract attention, inform customers and engage in 
conversations amongst our followers  
We’ll effectively use paid-for adverts to reach new 
audiences, promote Scottish Canals and drive income. 
 

Campaigns – 
engagement and 
return on 
investment (ROI)  
Organic – number 
of followers  

Website & 
digital  

We will grow and exploit our website capabilities to meet 
the evolving needs of our stakeholders and the 
organisation. We’ll carefully manage our SEO to best 
ensure SC web pages are at the top of search engine 
responses.   

Dwell time  
Page views  
Online bookings  
 

Insight-led 
and 
responsive   

By monitoring customer, market and industry trends 
we’ll respond quickly to capitalise on opportunities and 
to protect our brands and reputation.  We’ll be dynamic 
in our approach to managing the unforeseen.  

SEO, insight and 
data driven 
Customer and 
sentiment surveys  

Strategic 
partnerships  

We'll amplify our relationships with key organisations, 
individuals and funding bodies to support the delivery of 
the 2020-23 Corporate plan and 2020-21 business plan 

Stakeholder 
sentiment  

Face to 
Face  

Through proactive management of face to face 
meetings we will develop our relationships and build 
rapport with key stakeholders.   

Number of 
interviews 
  



Digital 
newsletter 

We will collate the most up to date stories, updates and 
new articles along our network to be shared with our 
stakeholders. Our proactive newsletter will inform and 
engage our partners.  

Number of people 
receiving newsletter  

 
MONITORING & ANALYSIS 
 
We will use a variety of data, surveys and feedback in order to monitor and measure the 
performance of our marketing and communications and ensure it delivers against our objectives.  
 
We will conduct annual monitoring surveys of our customers, stakeholders, staff, elected members 
and users to understand satisfaction levels in their engagement with Scottish Canals and we will 
measure the return on investment of our marketing spend in generating income. These evaluation 
tools will inform ongoing delivery.  The full list of evaluation tools are listed below: 
 

 Continuously monitor Social Media engagements and analytics 
 Monitor media coverage  
 Customer, staff, stakeholder sentiment surveys  
 Maintain a register of successful engagements with elected members 
 Record and monitor any compliments on the network 
 Monitor return on investment for marketing spending 
 Monitor traffic to our website identifying key audiences  

 
 
 


